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The Municipality of Gravina in Puglia is located in the Murgia
area between Puglia and Basilicata, at the limit between the calcareous plateau of the Murge and the “Fossa Bradanica”. It is
therefore included in a territorial function system between Matera (European Capital of Culture 2019) and Bari, which is going
through an intensive tourist development perspective.
The historical center is characterized by a vast beauty of the
traditional urban environment, with partially restored historic
buildings, and a settlement in a unique landscape scenery: the
“Gravina.” Various forms of settlements along the slopes of the
Gravina on the calcarenitic outcrops have developed over the
centuries.
The historic center is therefore characterized by the presence of
important neighborhoods that are in a state of neglect and degradation, with the presence of abandoned buildings that show
structural weaknesses.

These situations have caused over the years: depopulation, environmental degradation, the isolation of some areas and, at the
same time, the inaccessibility to them.
The historic center has been the subject of urban regeneration
in recent years, with specific interventions in three main areas
of the historic center: on Via Giudice Montea – Cavati, along the
monumental axis and in the Fondovito neighbourhood.
For a complete regeneration of the historic center, a recovery
strategy that looks at an inclusive approach must be implemented.

Relevant problems for the change program

Currently the historic centre has different levels of degradation
due to the decay and abandonment of the building fabric. The
main causes are related to: inadequacy of infrastructural networks; social degradation, consequence of an alteration of the
original social context and a strong depopulation.
In general, the historic centre is lacking in public spaces and
services.
The morphological characteristics of the roads impose restrictions on vehicular traffic. There are no adequate parking areas
and pedestrian mobility is not very safe.

Three Major Requirements by 2050

The historic center of Gravina in Puglia is facing three important
issues:
1. Tourism Development (Accommodation and leisure)
2. Protection and enhancement of cultural and environmental heritage
3. Recovery of residencial function
Such requirements represents development pillars in a context
characterized by structural weaknesses in the economic sectors

Major assumptions and innovations

1. Water infrastructure: regeneratic historical water management system integrated in the historc center fabric
3. Green infrastructure: to ensure safe accessibility to the
green infrastructure component as a character of territorial
identity and a driver for attrecting tourism
5. Transport infrastructure: to ensure adequate accessibility in the old town for residents and tourists
6. Industry: to recover hand craft activities compatible with
old town morphology and programmed urban functions
7. Residential: to recover residential use of old and historic
buildings
8. Mixed-use Development: integrate tourism and residential

Early adopter scenario
The early-adapter scenario was connected with the current positive trend in tourism sector. In fact Gravina in Puglia represents
one of the main accommodation provider for touristic flows connected with MATERA 2019 event. Matera is a neightbour town
elected European Capital of Culture by EU for 2019. The extraordinary tourism presence could represent a driver for historic-center renowation.
Private investments, cmbined with public programs, may generate an extensive urban development oriented with the three major requirements of the case study.
In 2035 scenario cultural heritage, accessibility and green infrastructure represents the mais intervention sectors, while in
the 2050 one also residential functions and the improvement
of commercial and craft activities may complete a sustainable
strategy of urban regeneration according with Geodesign Workshop evidences.
The proposed strategy was based on two steps approach we
may define as business oriented. In fact the positive income
form tourism sector oriented long term investments on tourism
related activities (accommodations, recreation, commerce and
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Late adopter scenario
This scenario represents an alternative to the first one. It prefers
a vision for the historic center of the city in which craft activities
and commercial ones are not included. The high historical and
artistic value of the setlement represents the main driver of the
long term proposal. Tourism sector is the most important income
for house owners but the investments are oriented to recover
historic buildings and regenerate the green infrastructures that
represents the main character of the town.
The theme of safe accessibiloity to the “gravina” (the natural
canyon surrounding the center) together with the effort in regenerating the small (mainly private) gardens included in the structure of the old town, represent the main challeges of the the development program.
The public investments are predominant compared with the private ones and regional programs/funds are selected as main
financial sources for the urban renovation. Thus the long term
vision prevailed also on the 2019 issues to attract (almost compete) Matera tourism flows.
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Non-adopter scenario

Maps

This scenario considered the permanence of current situation.
No public or private investments are included in the development perspectives as the already renewed portion of the historic center (see the picture on the left) are considered enough for
the town long term development strategies.

10 Systems:

1. Green Infrastructure
2. Cultural Heritage
3. Road Transport
4. Active transport
5. Residential
6. Parking
7. Craft
8. Recreation
9. Commerce
10. Tourism

This entails a progressive deterioration of the historical architectural value of the old city. Situations of risk for residents (already
present and linked to the hydrogeological problems of the territory) will be aggravated.
The development of the city will be oriented to the portions of a
new and new urban structure where the accessibility and active
and passive mobility find more favorable conditions.
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“Gravina in Puglia” landscape

Existing regeneration projects
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Road Transport

Active Transport
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Was attended by 10 participants with different profiles: university students, freelancers and public administration officials. After
a brief presentation on the geodesign methodology, we moved
on to the description of the study area (Suitability Maps on selected Systems).
Each of the participants was provided with paper material (ten
tables on the ten evaluation systems, an empty map of the
study area)and they start proposing their projects. The interventions were uploaded on the GDHUB. During this phase,
more than 80 diagrams were processed automatically organized
by the platform in an abacus ordered by reference system.
Two Change teams were created (Early Adopter and Late
Adopter), according with specific role within the decision-making
process.
Each change team proposed scenarios of change.
The assessment of the performance of each scenario enabled
to visualize its weaknesses and has triggered a virtuous process through which each group has modified some designs’
choices, in order to minimize the negative impacts. The alternative development scenarios were evaluated comparatively in a

Geodesign Workshop storytelling

Participant team credits:
Francesco Scorza

Assistant Professor of Urban and Regional Planning,
University of Basilicata, School of Engineering, LISUT

Pietro Fiore, Angela Padula,

School of Engineering Students at UNIBAS/LISUT
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Hrishikesh Ballal

GEODESIGNHUB, remote technical assistance for workshop
preparation and web platform implementation.

Workshop local participants:

Young technicians and inhabitants of Gravina in Puglia
Representative of local citizens group (NGO)
Technical representative of Gravina in Puglia Municipality
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